ABSTRACT
manipulations of text, in that it provides a useful abstraction from the actual words if we want to process all words that belong to special class ( get all verbs in a documents) and also provides superficial degree of disambiguationat the different levels of processing. For example, parsing or on itself, let's consider pronunciation of the word 'discount'. If it exists as a noun, we would emphasize on the dis during pronunciation, that is:'DIScount' while if it is in the form of a verb we would emphasize on count, that is:disCOUNT hence ease the work of text to speech conversion [7] . Other areas where PoS is highly used is in information retrieval, speech synthesis and recognition, question answering and machine translation Kikamba (Kamba) is a Bantu language spoken by almost four million Kamba people in Kenya, according to the 2009 population & housing census [8] and is the 5 th largest indigenous language in Kenya according to the Machakos, Makueni andKitui counties, and a substantial number along the Embu, TaitaTaveta and Tharaka boundaries. They are known to have migrated to Kenya from Congo through Tanzania before settling in their current places. Their main economic activities are crop and livestock farming, bee keeping, carving and basketry. For a long time the Kamba people have been known for their culture through carving, especially at Wamunyu, also basketry (kiondo) and traditional dance (kilumi). In 2005 the Akamba Culture Trust (ACT) 1 was formed with the agenda of crusading for the preservation of culture through the written form literature among others. Despite the efforts, unique skills and the number of people speaking the language in the organization, there is still very minimal corpus available online (digital text) and there is very little commercial interest in the languages thus the language still remains in the class of under resourced languages.
2.BACKGROUND
In Kenya, Part-of-Speech tagging has been investigated in two languages namely Swahili and Gikuyu. Hurskainen [9] has extensively researched the Swahili PoS using Finite state methods while [10] has used machine learning methods. De Pauw et al. [11] has done some PoS preliminary experiments for Dholuo language and finally, using machine learning methods,De Pauw [12] developed one for the Gikuyu language. Outside Kenya, some work has been done for the South African languagefor example a number of tag sets and preliminary systems are available for Xhosa [13] , and Northern Sotho [14] [15].
Approaches to building PoS Tagger

Rule based/grammar based approach
Mainly in terms of structure consist of two parts namely: a dictionary and rules [7] .The Dictionary contains words and their possible part of speech tagswhile the rules help to disambiguate where more than one part of speech is assigned to a word. The rules may include things to do with morphology etc. and usually they are of two forms: lexical rules and contextual rules [16] . Though the approach provides high accuracy, it requires a lot of man power to create the rule and one need to be aware of the linguistics feature of the language in question.
Maximum entropy model (MEM)
Make use of several observations from the inputs but one is taken at a time, then extraction of useful features from the single observation of a word is done, Finally based on the extracted features you classify the word to the tag set with the highest probability [7] .
Brill tagging
Introduced by brill in 1994 [17] and also called transformation based learning, It uses rules which are generated from data (corpus) by machine learning techniques automatically. The rules are learned by the following stages in reference to [7] • Words in corpus are assigned most suitable tag sets • Select the maximum tagging based on all possible transformation • Using established rule, the data is re-tagged again • Then you repeat the last two until no more improvement
HMM (Hidden Markov model)
Probabilities is the key engine of this methods, usually uses Bayesian inference model [7] . Therefore, the part of speech tagging is treated as a classification problem. The tokenized words are given has a sequence of observations to the classified, then prediction of the class of the tag set. The prediction of the class uses the product of prior probability of the tag set and maximum likelihood of the tag set [7] 2.1.5Memory based Learning. Daelemans [6] introduces the concept similar to cased based reasoning, where training is done to a classifier and the results of the tag set stored in the memory. Then by use of machine learning algorithm similarity is done between the new inputs and what is stored in the memory and based on the similarity metrics, classification to the right tag set can be done. This is a data based approach and the one used to build the Kamba tagger.
Genetics tagging.
Ali [16] in 2013 introduced this evolutionary model of approach by doing some experiment on Arabic language which searches optimal solution of the tag set by use of heuristics means. Makes use of three operators: fitness operator, mutation operator and cross operator to make the classification.
2.1.7Hybrid.
The model tends to mix rule based approach and data based approach. Rule based approaches achieves high precision while data based approaches achieves high coverage. The aim is to try to strike a balance between precision and coverage Diagram 1 summary of part of speech tagging approaches
3.ROADMAP TO BUILDING THE POS TAGGER
The data approach methods was used to develop the tagger since rule based involves hand crafting a dictionary of parts of speech and an extensive list of hand-written disambiguation rules which is time consuming, particularly for an under resourced language such as Kikambathere are no known expert of the language. We have employed the second route for building the Kikamba part of speech tagger. We used a lazy learning tagging tool called memory based tagger (Mbt) [18] . The diagrams 2 represent the architecture of building the whole PoS system. 
Corpus collection
Corpus was collected from online and some documents written in Kikamba language. To increase the reliability and validity of the tagger, output cleaning of the corpus was done. Some of the impurities to be purged included but are not limited to wrong punctuation, wrongly inserted words and corrupted information. After this tokenization which involves separating words and punctuation, the corpus was changed to a two column format as required by the Memory Based Tagger (MBT 2 ) tool. One column is the word and the other column is the word tag. Microsoft excel was used to help in formatting one word per cell in one column, sentence after sentence up to the end. Approximate thirty thousand words were used in this experiment of which 2000 thousand were generated manually to help diversify the scope of the corpus which was basically a religious corpus.
Annotation
The manual annotation of the word tags was done in the Microsoft excels. For the purpose of this experiment the PoS tags used were: adjective, noun, preposition, verb, pronoun, Interjection, number, adverb, punctuation and conjunction. However, some of them were abbreviated e.g. Num for Number. The annotated template was transferred into text file still maintaining the format, and run on the MBT tag that was in Linux operating system. To show the end of a sentence,the MBT tagger uses the symbol <utt>. Below is an extract of annotation 
Tagger generation:
The ready annotated corpus is run on MBT. Firstly, a frequency lexicon tags file is created, where the contents are words with different possible tags as have been assigned in the corpus plus the frequency of occurrence of each in the corpus, resulting in what is referred to as Ambitag 3 (An ambitag is a symbolic label defining for a word the different tags it can have according to the corpus). For example, the word 'discount' in English language can have the tag of verb and noun and then its frequency in the corpus counted.
The MBT tagger has two smaller taggers; known and unknown word taggers, which are generated after the frequency tags. The former classifies user input which is already in the corpus while the latter classifies new words which donot exist in the corpus and need more information to be disambiguated. The two are the ones used to classify any input text. For each to be generated during training period, different foci were used which are stated below.
For known words group:
• Focus on two disambiguated words on left.
• Focus on one ambitguation tag on the right plus the word being disimbiguated.
• Focus for each context tags two words on the left for the corresponding word.
• Focus for each context tag one word on the right for the corresponding word.
For unknown words group:
• Focus one disimbiguated tag on the left • Focus one ambiguation tag to the right • Focus on the first two letters of the word to be taggede.g with Mb, Nd, Ng, Ny, Th.
• Focus on the last two letters of the words to tagged • Focus on the capitilazation of the word
• Focus on the hyphens. E.g Ng'eng'eta, Ng'ombe, Ng'ota For unknown words, a bit of morphological structure was used so as to help us gather more information about the word to be tagged and predict correctly the right tag.
RESULTS AND EVALUATION
Experimental set up
Weiss [19] k-folds model of testing system was employed because of the small amount of corpus that was used. K-fold model involves partitioning the corpus into K equal portions. The partitioning should be done at the sentence boundary so as to ensure the contexts of words are not affected. Then 90% of the K-folds are used as the training data and the rest as the testing data. For our case, the K was 10, each part consisting of approximately 3000 words. Hence ten runs were made, each time changing the test portion. Overall metrics were gotten by averaging the ten runs.
Evaluation metrics:
For the purpose of evaluation, four metrics were used to judge the performance of the classifier namely: recall, Precision, F-score and accuracy. According to Walter [20] , while performing classification processes let us say with class C, the following subclasses occur: 
Results
The experiment run reported a precision of 83%, a recall of 72% and an F-score of 75%. The table 3.0 below depicts the precision, recall and F-score of each class or category of what tag was being tested. The accuracy of known and unknown tags was 94.65%
and71.93% respectively with overall accuracy of 90.68%. 
Test run
The classifier been ready for other use, people were able to test other sentence. Below is a result of the sentence that was inputted to the classifier "Luka aimutumwawaYesuMwanawaNgai ". The sentence in English is translated " Luke was an apostle of Jesus the son of God" The classified gave an output as shown in figure below Only the word "ai" has been misclassified as adjective while it's a verb, the rest are correctly classified in their right morph-categories.This is clear indication the classifier was working well, many sentences were also tested.
Discussion
The precision of 83% with an approximately thirty thousand word corpus is very encouraging. However,a closer look at each of the categories as per the table 3.0 reveals that nouns contributed to the low performance with a performance of 77%. The rest of these categories were above the average performance. The implication according to formula 1 is that many other categories were classified as nouns resulting in an increase of the false positive (FP) sub class. A close analysis of the noun misclassified on each run according to confusion matrix extracted for the MBT tagger can be represented by figure 1 and shows every run with at least 1000 nouns.Approximately 200 nouns were misclassified.
Figure1.Mis-classified nouns versus total nouns
De Pauw [11] carried out the triangular part of speech tagging experiment of English-Dholuo and Swahili -Dholuo with over 100 thousand word corpus resulting in projection precision of 69.7% and 68.4%, hence despite low corpus, the kikamba part of speech tagging performed very well. The verb and numbers which had a recall of 41% and 32% respectively brought down the recall to 72% ,meaning other categories were classified as verbs and numbers other than their correct classes resulting in too many false negatives(FN). The experiment shows an average of 75% as F-score which is good performance.
In terms of accuracies though too below the onefor the Swahili part of speech tagging that had accuracy for known and unknown words of 98.43% and 89.81% respectively and overall accuracy of 98.81 % [10] . However, the Swahili which also used memory based tagging development tool may have performed better because it had five times the corpus used for this experiment. The triangular experiment on English-Dholuo and Swahili -Dholuo reported a projection accuracy of 51.3% and 48.9% though this is understandable because the first step was translation from either English or Swahili to Dholuo and then assigning a tag which might have contributed to the overall low performance.
On coverage, an experiment was done by starting with 2000 words and continued to increase the words by 2000 and noting the accuracy which is as tabulated below. Every increase in corpus resulted to increase of accuracy but a break even resulted at 18000 words, thus it's clear more corpus would result to high accuracy Table 4 . Accuracy versus total numbers of words
CONCLUSION
The part of speech tagging presented in this paper with precision, F-score and accuracy of 83%, 75% and 90.6% respectively is clear evidence that data driven methods can be used to make tools for under resourced languages such as Kikamba with little corpus. However, to enhance the accuracy,more corpus can be passed through the tagger and resulting tags checked by human experts and rectified where possible, and the resulting annotated corpus be put as part of the training corpus.
For purpose of future work I do propose development of Kikamba machine translator which use part of speech as one of the engine.
